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[1] The decompression rate of magma is correlated with explosivity of volcanic eruptions.
We present a series of decompression experiments in a shock tube apparatus to investigate
the effect of decompression rate on the expansion and eruption style of bubbly fluids.
We also consider the effects of the pressure change DP and initial vesicularity fi. As an
analogue for magma we use viscoelastic polymer solutions. For fast decompression, we
observe fragmentation and rupture of bubble walls only for large DP and large fi.
For slow decompression, however, bubbles maintain spherical shapes, and the bubbly
fluid does not fragment, irrespective of DP and fi. We consider two theoretical estimates
for the expansion of bubbles, which we refer to as ‘‘equilibrium expansion,’’ in which the
pressures inside and outside the bubbles are assumed to be equal, and ‘‘disequilibrium
expansion,’’ in which the enthalpy change caused by the pressure change is converted into
kinetic energy. The observed expansion velocity is governed by the slower estimate.
For slow decompression, where bubbles expand while maintaining their spherical shape,
the measured expansion is well explained by equilibrium expansion. In contrast, for fast
decompression, in which we observe the rupture of bubble walls and fragmentation,
the expansion follows disequilibrium expansion. We conclude that the disequilibrium
estimate is an upper limit velocity for the bubble expansion and fragmentation and the
rupture of bubble walls require disequilibrium expansion. The calculated threshold
decompression rate for disequilibrium expansion is consistent with the estimated
decompression rate for the explosive/effusive transition in natural basaltic eruptions.

Citation: Namiki, A., and M. Manga (2006), Influence of decompression rate on the expansion velocity and expansion style of

bubbly fluids, J. Geophys. Res., 111, B11208, doi:10.1029/2005JB004132.

1. Introduction

[2] The decompression rate of magmas may be one of the
key variables that influences whether ascending magma will
erupt explosively. Estimated decompression rates for effu-
sive and explosive eruptions typically differ by orders of
magnitude [Carey and Sigurdsson, 1985; Scandone and
Malone, 1985; Rutherford and Hill, 1993; Geschwind and
Rutherford, 1995; Nakada et al., 1995; Kagiyama et al.,
1999; Rutherford and Gardner, 2000; Rutherford and
Devine, 2003], suggesting a connection between decom-
pression rate and the fragmentation that accompanies ex-
plosive eruption [Woods and Koyaguchi, 1994; Devine et
al., 1998; Martel and Schmidt, 2003].
[3] The influence of decompression rate on bubble nucle-

ation and growth has been studied experimentally [Gardner
et al., 1999; Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefoi
and Laporte, 2004] and numerically [Toramaru, 1995;
Proussevitch and Sahagian, 1996; Yamada et al., 2005].

During fast decompression, volatile species are unable
to exsolve fast enough, and the magma becomes supersatu-
rated. The subsequent nucleation and growth of bubbles in a
highly supersaturated melt can be a trigger for explosive
eruption.
[4] Ichihara et al. [2002] address the importance of

decompression rate for bubbly viscoelastic materials and
show that slow decompression promotes nonexplosive
expansion under conditions that would otherwise lead to
fragmentation. Decompression rate is not, however, the only
variable that determines the ‘‘style’’ of eruption and, in
particular, whether magma can fragment. There is a critical
pressure change needed in the limit of rapid decompression
[e.g., Alidibirov and Dingwell, 1996]. The critical pressure
change decreases if preexisting bubbles are present [e.g.,
Martel et al., 2000], and the critical pressure change is
found experimentally to depend inversely on initial vesic-
ularity [Spieler et al., 2004]. This scaling with vesicularity
arises if the fragmentation threshold is governed by a critical
enthalpy change that scales approximately with the product
of pressure change and vesicularity [Namiki and Manga,
2005].
[5] It is often assumed that rapid decompression of

bubbly magma causes explosive eruption, because bubbles
are unable to expand sufficiently fast to allow the pressure
inside bubbles to equilibrate with the pressure outside
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bubbles. As a result, the pressure difference between the
inside and outside of bubbles generates stress in the melt
surrounding bubbles that can fragment the bubbly fluid in
small pieces [Zhang, 1999; Koyaguchi and Mitani, 2005].
This explanation is appropriate for high-viscosity magmas
in which the high viscosity of melt surrounding a bubble
can retard bubble expansion. Numerical [e.g., Thomas et
al., 1994; Barclay et al., 1995] and experimental [e.g.,
Gardner et al., 2000; Lensky et al., 2004] studies have
shown that the required viscosity for such a viscous
retardation depends on the decompression rate and that
viscosities from 106 to 109 Pa s are required for realistic
decompression rates.
[6] The mechanism through which low-viscosity

magma can fragment and erupt explosively is less obvious.
One mechanism that can lead to explosive eruptions is
the interaction between magma and external water [e.g.,
Sheridan and Wohletz, 1983; Mastin, 1997]. Basaltic
magma can also erupt explosively without any apparent
role of external water during Hawaiian and Strombolian
eruptions [e.g., Vergniolle and Mangan, 2000]. While
basaltic Plinian eruptions are uncommon, they do occur
[e.g., Walker et al., 1984]. Houghton et al. [2004] suggest
that rapid ascent at conduit constrictions can sustain basaltic
Plinian eruptions.
[7] In the present paper we conduct a series of decom-

pression experiments with bubbly fluids for a range of
decompression rates. We propose a mechanism that gener-
ates a pressure difference between the inside and outside of
bubbles without viscous retardation of bubble growth.

2. Experimental Procedure

[8] We conduct decompression experiments in the shock
tube-type apparatus illustrated in Figure 1. This is a widely
used method to simulate the rapid decompression of ana-
logue magmatic materials [e.g., Mader, 1998]. The bubbly
fluid is contained in the high-pressure shock tube and is

separated from a large low-pressure tank by diaphragms.
The diaphragms are made of either commercial aluminum
foil or 2–10 mm thick polyester films. When the dia-
phragms break, a rarefaction wave propagates into the tube
and the bubbly fluid experiences decompression. The shock
tube has an inner diameter of 0.05 m and a length of 0.25 m.
The volume of the low-pressure tank is 0.18 m3. The
initial pressure in the shock tube PGi is atmospheric pressure
(105 Pa), and pressure inside the low-pressure tank POf is
variable. We use subscripts G, O, i, and f to denote gas
inside bubbles, outside bubbles, and initial and final states,
respectively. Notation is summarized in Table 1. For our
magma analogue, we use xanthan gum solutions. To stabi-
lize bubbles we add 0.4 vol % hand soap, which acts as a
surfactant. Bubbles are added by a hand mixer. The physical
properties of this bubbly fluid are reported by Namiki and
Manga [2005].

Figure 1. Illustration of the experimental apparatus. Table 1. Notation

Parameter Description Unit

f vesicularity (volume fraction
of bubbles)

_� shear rate s�1

g isentropic exponent
r density kg m�3

h viscosity for bubble-free liquid Pa s
s surface tension N m�1

DĤmod volumetric enthalpy change by decompression,
equation (6)

J m�3

A cross section area of exit flow m2

Ah cross section area of the high-pressure tube m2

C semimajor axis length of bubble m
c0 sound velocity of air m s�1

g gravitational acceleration m s�2

h height of a bubbly fluid column m
L diameter of high-pressure tube m
P pressure Pa
DP PGi�POf Pa
R bubble radius m
Reb Reynolds number for bubble film,

equation (14)
Rec Reynolds number for bubbly fluid column,

equation (12)
Rori ratio of the high-pressure tube radius to the

orifice radius
t time s
tp time when decompression ends s
V volume m3

Vh volume of high-pressure tube m3

vd disequilibrium expansion velocity of bubbly fluid,
equation (5)

m s�1

vdT disequilibrium expansion velocity for
constant temperature, equation (9)

m s�1

ve equilibrium expansion velocity of
bubbly fluid, equation (4)

m s�1

vm measured expansion velocity of
bubbly fluid

m s�1

Subscripts
G gas inside bubbles
O gas outside bubbles
F bubbly fluid
L liquid
M magma
i initial t � 0
t during decompression, 0 < t < tp
f final t � tp
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[9] The decompression rate is varied by changing
the orifice diameter. Larger orifice diameters permit
faster decompressions. This is the same technique used by
Ichihara et al. [2002]. The orifice is located between the
diaphragm and the high-pressure tube so that the diameter
of the high-pressure tube is uniform for all decompression
rates. We describe and characterize phenomena in the high-
pressure tube only below the orifice.
[10] We use five different orifices. The ratios of those

diameters to the shock tube diameter L = 0.05 m are Rori = 1,
1/2, 1/4,1/8, and 1/16 where Rori = 1 provides the highest
decompression rate and lower values provide lower decom-
pression rates. Pressure in the tube is measured with a
pressure transducer whose response time is 2 ms, and is
recorded by a digital oscilloscope. In the appendix, the
decompression rate as a function of orifice size is derived
and compared with measurements. The response of bubbly
fluid is recorded by a high-speed digital camera with a
maximum frame rate of 2000 frames per second with
resolution of 256 � 1280 pixels.
[11] We conduct five sets of experiments; each set con-

sists of five experiments with different decompression rates
Rori = 1,1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16 at similar initial vesicularity
fi and pressure difference between two tanks DP = PGi �
POf. Initial vesicularity fi and pressure difference DP for
the five sets are listed in Table 2.
[12] In our previous experiments based on rapid decom-

pression Rori = 1, we found several regimes of expansion

style by varying the initial vesicularity and pressure differ-
ence. Three styles of eruptions are relevant for the present
study; ‘‘fragmentation,’’ ‘‘partial rupture,’’ and ‘‘detach-
ment.’’ In the detachment regime, decompressed bubbly
fluid elongates vertically, shrinks radially, and detaches
from the high-pressure tube wall. In the partial rupture
regime, in addition to vertical elongation of the fluid, several
large voids develop within the fluid. This suggests that the
bubble walls rupture and bubbles become interconnected. In
this case, walls rupture but plateau borders remain connected.
In contrast to the detachment case, the fluid does not
shrink radially. In the fragmentation regime, in addition to
phenomena observed in the partial rupture regime, the
bubbly fluid fragments layer-by-layer and erupts discrete
parcels of fluid. In the present paper, we use the term
fragmentation exclusively for the case in which fluid parcels
are generated.
[13] In the study reported here, three of five experimental

sets are conducted with vesicularities and pressure differ-
ences for the fragmentation regime in rapid decompression
(Rori = 1). The other two sets of experiments are conducted
for conditions that lead to partial rupture and detachment
during rapid decompression.

3. Results

[14] Figures 2–4 show the range of phenomena seen in
our experiments. In general, when the decompression rate is
higher (Rori � 1/2), a variety of expansion styles can result,

Table 2. Experimental Conditions and Results

Rori fi PGi, 10
5 Pa POf, 10

5 Pa DP, 105 Pa hFi, m tp, s Type

Set 1
1 0.60 0.91 0.11 0.81 0.035 0.003 fragmentation
1/2 0.64 0.98 0.14 0.84 0.040 0.010 fragmentation
1/4 0.63 1.00 0.12 0.88 0.048 0.045 expansion
1/8 0.63 1.00 0.18 0.83 0.050 0.145 expansion
1/16 0.62 1.03 0.18 0.85 0.050 0.579 expansion

Set 2
1 0.69 0.90 0.24 0.66 0.041 0.002 fragmentation
1/2 0.61 1.00 0.33 0.67 0.049 0.006 fragmentation
1/4 0.62 1.02 0.35 0.67 0.050 0.021 expansion
1/8 0.65 1.01 0.34 0.66 0.048 0.085 expansion
1/16 0.62 1.00 0.35 0.65 0.044 0.332 expansion

Set 3
1 0.22 1.01 0.07 0.94 0.051 0.004 fragmentation
1/2 0.25 0.99 0.06 0.94 0.040 0.016 fragmentation
1/4 0.19 1.00 0.08 0.92 0.041 0.056 expansion
1/8 0.26 1.01 0.10 0.91 0.058 0.201 expansion
1/16 0.20 1.01 0.08 0.93 0.043 0.891 expansion

Set 4
1 0.79 1.00 0.60 0.41 0.050 0.001 partial rupture
1/2 0.82 1.00 0.58 0.42 0.028 0.003 partial rupture
1/4 0.80 0.99 0.53 0.46 0.034 0.012 expansion
1/8 0.76 1.00 0.52 0.48 0.044 0.050 expansion
1/16 0.82 0.99 0.53 0.47 0.041 0.194 expansion

Set 5
1 0.23 1.01 0.35 0.66 0.031 0.001 detachment
1/2 0.22 1.00 0.34 0.66 0.043 0.005 detachment
1/4 0.22 1.01 0.34 0.67 0.043 0.021 expansion
1/8 0.27 1.00 0.33 0.67 0.041 0.087 expansion
1/16 0.24 1.00 0.34 0.66 0.040 0.343 expansion
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including fragmentation, depending on fi and DP. When
the decompression rate is lower (Rori � 1/4), however, the
bubbly fluid only expands. The threshold decompression
rate that limits the response to expansion in the present
experiments is associated with Rori = 1/2.

3.1. Visual Observations in Fragmentation Regime

[15] Figure 2 shows the results of experimental set 2 in
which fi �0.6 andDP �6 � 104 Pa (see Animation 1 in the
auxiliary material for a movie of Figure 2).1 The most
obvious difference between these five experiments with
different decompression rates is the timescale over which
the bubbly fluid expands. For the larger Rori which provide
higher decompression rates, the bubbly fluid expands faster.
[16] The expansion style also differs among these experi-

ments. For the experiment with Rori = 1, the flow front of
the bubbly fluid develops a rough surface, suggesting the
rupture of liquid films between bubbles (indicated by the
white circle). The side view shows some black spots, which
are voids made following the coalescence of bubbles after
rupture of the liquid films separating bubbles. The bubbly
fluid fragments in two parts, breaking near the middle of
the fluid column (indicated by the white arrow). The
expanding fluid is ejected into the low-pressure tank and
hits the tank’s roof. These features describe the regime we
term fragmentation.
[17] The experiment with Rori = 1/2 also shows the

separation of the top and bottom parts of the expanding
fluid (indicated by the white circle). Different from the
experiment with Rori = 1, a rough surface does not develop
on the top of the expanding fluid, suggesting that the films
separating bubbles are not rupturing.
[18] In the experiment with Rori = 1/4, fragmentation is

not observed. Accompanying the decompression, the central
part of the bubbly fluid first expands without maintaining
contact with the tube wall. At 20 ms, the bubbly fluid in
contact with tube wall begins to expand. After 30 ms, the
bubbly fluid at the center of the tube continues to expand
but the fluid contacting the tube wall retracts, as indicated
by the sloping white line. Except for the largest bubbles
with diameters of several millimeters, bubbles maintain
their spherical shapes during expansion.
[19] In experiments with Rori = 1/8 and 1/16, fragmenta-

tion and detachment are not observed. The bubbly fluid
always remains in contact with the tube wall. The top of the
bubbly fluid has a convex shape. Bubbles remain spherical.
The final height of bubbly fluid is much lower than that
observed for larger Rori. We refer to this style of expansion
as ‘‘expansion.’’
[20] In experiments with Rori = 1/8 and 1/16, expansion

stops at almost the same time as the end of decompression
indicated with stars in Figures 2–4. In experiments with
Rori = 1, 1/2, and 1/4, however, expansion continues after
the decompression ends. Fragmentation and detachment
occur after the decompression ends.
[21] Observed features in experimental sets 1 and 3 are

similar to those observed in set 2. The expansion of bubbly
fluid with larger Rori is faster. The experiments with Rori = 1
have a rough flow front and the bubbly fluid fragments. The

Figure 2. Digital photographs showing the response of the
bubbly fluid in the shock tube for experimental set 2. Each
column shows a snapshot of the high-pressure tube whose
height is 0.25 m and diameter is 0.05 m. The brightness of
the fluid depends on vesicularity. Each column shows five
different experiments with Rori = 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16,
respectively. Numbers at the bottom of each snapshot show
the elapsed time in milliseconds. Stars show the estimated
time when decompression ends, given by equation (A3). A
movie of this figure is provided as Animation 1 in the
auxiliary material.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2005JB004132.
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rough upper surface is not apparent for Rori = 1/2. For the
experiment with Rori = 1/4 in set 3, detachment is observed.
In set 1, the fluid expands while in contact with tube wall
until it reaches the end of the tube, so detachment cannot be
observed. Experiments with Rori = 1/8 and 1/16 show
expansion. In sets 1 and 3, the expansion of bubbly fluid
continues after the decompression ends in all experiments.

3.2. Visual Observations in Partial Rupture Regime

[22] Figure 3 shows the results of experimental set 4 with
fi � 0.8 andDP � 4 � 104 Pa. The experiment with Rori = 1

shows a texture that resembles a net. It develops following
the rupture of films separating bubbles, indicated by the
white circle. This pattern is classified as partial rupture. The
experiment with Rori = 1/2 shows similar patterns; however,
the fluid adheres to the tube and the expansion stops by
8 ms. In the experiment with Rori = 1/4, the bubbly fluid
continues to expand until 30 ms and develops a cone shape,
as indicated by the white circle. The flow front then retracts
and becomes flat. Experiments with Rori = 1/8 and 1/16
show expansion, where the flow front has a convex shape
and the bubbles maintain spherical shapes, indicated by the

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for set 4.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for set 5.
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white circle. In these two experiments, expansion ends
when the decompression ends.

3.3. Visual Observations in Detachment Regime

[23] Figure 4 shows the results of experimental set 5 with
fi � 0.2 andDP � 6 � 104 Pa. In experiments with Rori = 1
and 1/2, the bubbly fluid elongates vertically and detaches
from the tube wall, a response termed detachment. Detach-
ment is observed after the decompression ends. Also, in the
experiment with Rori = 1/4, the center of the bubbly fluid
detaches from the tube wall after the decompression ends,
although its shape is different from experiments with Rori

�1/2, as indicated by the white circles. Experiments Rori =
1/8 and 1/16 show expansion with a convex flow front,
indicated by the white circle.

4. Discussion

[24] Our experimental results clearly show the importance
of the decompression rate on the expansion style and
velocity, and we find that there is a critical decompression
rate at which the expansion style changes. To explain the
effect of decompression rate on transitions in eruption style,
we introduce and compare two important velocities: equi-
librium expansion velocity ve and disequilibrium expansion
velocity vd.
[25] The gas inside bubbles cannot expand instantaneously

in response to pressure changes. There is an upper limit
velocity vd of the expansion velocity. If the decompression
is sufficiently fast, the expansion velocity ve required for
bubbles to immediately adjust to the pressure change is
greater than this upper bound (i.e., ve > vd), and vd will limit
the expansion. In this case, the gas pressure inside the
bubbles will not be equal to the pressure outside the
bubbles, and we term this case ‘‘disequilibrium’’ expansion.
In contrast, if the decompression is slow enough (i.e., ve < vd),
the pressure inside the bubbles remains in ‘‘equilibrium’’
with the pressure outside the bubbles. We hypothesize that
fragmentation and partial rupture requires ve > vd, in
addition to sufficiently large changes in enthalpy which is
a function of the initial and final pressures PGi, POf and
initial vesicularity fi, as found in previous studies [e.g.,
Spieler et al., 2004; Namiki and Manga, 2005]. To test our
hypothesis, we compare the height change of the bubbly
fluid caused by disequilibrium and equilibrium expansion
with the measured height change.

4.1. Theoretical Estimate of Expansion Velocities

4.1.1. Equilibrium Expansion
[26] Here we estimate the volume change of bubbly

fluid when the pressures inside PGt and outside POt

bubbles are equal. The subscript t indicates a time during
the decompression 0 < t < tp. We neglect the effect of
surface tension.
[27] The transient volume of bubbly fluid VFt is the sum

of the volume of gas VGt and the volume of liquid VLt,

VFt ¼ VGt þ VLt; ð1Þ

where the subscript F indicates values for the bubbly fluid.
We assume that, under sufficiently slow decompression,
the heat is transferred between the expanding gas and

the surrounding liquid such that the gas inside bubbles
remains isothermal. The ideal gas law then implies that VGt =
(PGi/POt) VGi. The transient volume of the bubbly fluid for
isothermal expansion is thus

VFt ¼
PGi

POt

� �
VGi þ VLi; ð2Þ

where we neglect the volume change of the liquid phase
because it is so much less compressible than gas (i.e., VLi =
VLt). Dividing both sides of equation (2) by the initial
bubbly fluid volume VFi, and assuming that the cross
section area of the expanding column of fluid is constant,
we obtain an equation for the height of the bubbly fluid
column h,

hFt

hFi
¼ PGi

POt

� �
fi þ 1� fi: ð3Þ

From equation (3) we can obtain the height change of the
equilibrium flow front hFt�hFi.
[28] The predicted equilibrium expansion is shown in

Figure 5 with red curves, where the transient pressure POt

is obtained from equation (A1). After the outside pressure
reaches the final pressure, POt = POf, the height is assumed
to remain constant. The time when the height reaches a
constant is the time when decompression ends, tp.
[29] The equilibrium expansion velocity is given by the

time derivative of equation (3)

ve ¼
dhFt

dt
¼ �fihFiPGi

P2
Ot

_POt; ð4Þ

where the time derivative of pressure _POt is calculated from
equation (A4).
4.1.2. Disequilibrium Expansion
[30] Namiki and Manga [2005] estimate the expansion

velocity assuming that the volumetric enthalpy change
caused by an instantaneous pressure change is transformed
to kinetic energy. Here we modify the model to include the
effect of time-varying pressure, that is,

vd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

rFi
DĤmod

s
; ð5Þ

with

DĤmod ¼
gPGifi

g � 1
1� POt

PGi

� �g�1
g

( )
� fiPOf

PGi

POt

� �1=g

�1

( )
;

ð6Þ

where rF is density of the bubbly fluid and g is the
isentropic exponent. DĤmod is the modified volumetric
enthalpy change, and first term is the enthalpy change due
to decompression and the second term is the required work
to compress the gas in the low-pressure tank. The second
term should not be important in real volcanic eruptions,
because the atmosphere, represented by the low-pressure
tank, has, effectively, infinite volume. Here, the transient
pressure POt is the outside pressure during the decompres-
sion, 0 < t < tp, and is estimated by equation (A1). After the
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decompression ends, t � tp, the outside pressure is assumed
to be identical to the final outside pressure POt = POf, so that
the expansion velocity becomes the same as that when the
decompression ends. These equations imply that the
pressure change is immediately reflected in the velocity,
and the velocity represents the integrated enthalpy change
during the decompression. This equation is applicable when
the deceleration terms due viscosity and gravity can be
neglected, so that the enthalpy change immediately changes
the kinetic energy.
[31] Using the expansion velocity vd, the height change of

the disequilibrium flow front hFt � hFi is obtained by
integrating over time,

hFt � hFi ¼
Z t

0

vd dt
0: ð7Þ

This estimate is shown by solid green curves in Figure 5.
[32] In our derivation of equation (5), heat exchange

between bubbles and the surrounding liquid is not included.
When the vesicularity is small and expansion velocity is
slow, heat exchange cannot be neglected. When heat ex-
change is important, we use a formulation for constant
temperature expansion. The energy which can be used to
expand the gas at constant temperature is given by

DQ̂ ¼ fi

VGi

Z VGt

VGi

P dV : ð8Þ

Here we use VGiPGi = PV. If this energy is transferred to
kinetic energy, the expansion velocity vdT becomes

vdT ¼ 2fiDQ̂

rFi

 !1=2

¼ 2PGifi

rFi
ln

PGi

PGt

� �
 �1=2

: ð9Þ

The height change of the flow front is calculated by
integrating vdT in the same manner as in equation (7). This
estimate is shown by a dashed green curve in Figure 5.
[33] Both of the solid and dashed green curves indicate

disequilibrium expansion. The difference between these two
curves is whether the gas inside bubbles expands without or
with heat exchange to the surrounding liquid, respectively.
Similar formulations are derived by Self et al. [1979] and
Mastin [1995].
4.1.3. Comparison With Measured Height
[34] In Figure 5, we compare the observed flow front

heights for the equilibrium and disequilibrium models.
Calculated equilibrium expansion (red curves) is faster than
disequilibrium expansion (solid and dashed green curves)
for decompression rates associated with Rori >1/2, but
disequilibrium expansion becomes faster when decompres-
sion is slower (Rori � 1/4). This result suggests that the
threshold ve � vd occurs around Rori � 1/2.
[35] Figure 5 for Rori � 1/2, shows that the initial flow

front velocity follows the disequilibrium estimate (solid or
dashed green curves). Most of these cases follow solid
green curves, implying adiabatic expansion, by equation
(5), and negligible heat exchange between the gas inside
bubbles and the surrounding liquid. For Rori = 1 and exper-
imental set 3, however, the observed flow front velocity is

faster than the adiabatic estimate. The expansion velocity at
constant temperature (equation (9)) explains the measured
flow front position. We interpret this to indicate that some
heat exchange occurs between the gas and surrounding
liquid and that this energy transfer accelerates the expan-
sion. This may be because the initial vesicularity is small,
fi = 0.22. In most cases, heat exchange between the gas
inside bubbles and surrounding liquid is not significant, so
we use the adiabatic estimate vd as a representative
velocity for disequilibrium expansion in the rest of this
discussion.
[36] In experimental sets 2, 4, and 5, the flow front

decelerates after the decompression ends. In these experi-
ments, because the fluid does not fragment or does not
fragment completely, viscous stresses act to decelerate the
fluid. For Rori = 1/2 and experimental set 4, the expansion
ends at 0.005 s. This is because the expanding fluid adheres
to the tube wall, a process that is not modeled.
[37] In experiments with Rori = 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16, the

flow front position is well explained by the equilibrium
expansion estimate (red curves). Experiments with Rori = 1/
4 show that the final height of the bubbly fluid exceeds the
estimated one by equilibrium expansion, except in set 1
where the estimated final height is above the tube height. In
experiments with Rori = 1/8 and 1/16, the final heights of
experimental sets 2, 4, and 5 are well explained by equi-
librium expansion. However, the final heights in experi-
mental sets 1 and 3 exceed the estimated height.
[38] These results indicate that there is an upper limit for

the velocity of bubble expansion. When decompression is
faster than this upper limit, the bubble expansion velocity
follows the upper limit, the disequilibrium expansion
velocity. However, when decompression is sufficiently
slow, the bubble expansion velocity follows equilibrium
expansion.

4.2. Interpretation of Visual Observations

4.2.1. Fragmentation and Rupture of Bubble Films
[39] In our visual observations, we find that the frag-

mentation of bubbly fluid requires at least Rori � 1/2.
The rupture of films between bubbles is apparent mainly
for Rori = 1. At the decompression rates corresponding to
Rori > 1/2, the measured flow front heights reflect disequi-
librium expansion. As a consequence, we infer that the
pressure difference between the inside and outside of bubbles
provides the driving force that ruptures the film between
bubbles.
[40] To confirm this hypothesis, we calculate the pressure

inside bubbles from the measured flow front position hFt,
using the equation of state for an ideal gas,

PGthFtft ¼ PGihGifi; ð10Þ

where ft is calculated assuming the liquid is incompressible
and the cross section of the fluid column remains constant:

hFtð1� ftÞ ¼ hFið1� fiÞ: ð11Þ

Equations (10) and hence (11) include the approximation
that temperature remains constant, even though in many
cases the expansion is adiabatic and a temperature reduction
is expected.
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[41] Figure 6 shows the calculated maximum pressure
difference between the inside and outside of the bubbles
during the decompression, PGt�POt, as a function of the
enthalpy change DĤmod. Ringed symbols indicate experi-
ments in which fragmentation is observed, and solid sym-
bols indicate experiments in which we observe the rupture
of bubble films. Figure 6 shows that partial rupture requires
a critical pressure difference >104 Pa between the inside
and outside of the bubbles (denoted by a dotted line). A
constant enthalpy change 1.5 � 104 J m�3 also apparently
separates experiments that result in partial rupture from
those in which no rupture is observed.
[42] Figure 6 shows that the importance of the pressure

difference is difficult to assess for fragmentation. Figure 6
only shows that fragmentation requires a positive pressure
difference and a sufficiently large enthalpy change (2.5 �
104 J m�3 denoted by dashed lines). However, the differ-
ence of the calculated overpressure PGt�POt between the
experiments with Rori = 1/2 (fragmentation case) and Rori �
1/4 (expansion cases) is not significant. We thus hypothe-
size that the appropriate threshold for fragmentation is ve �
vd, as we discussed in Figure 5.
[43] During disequilibrium expansion, the fluid does not

expand homogeneously. The top part expands first, and
the bottom part expands after a delay. From these obser-
vations, we can thus also infer that the criterion ve � vd
indicates whether the entire fluid column can expand
homogeneously. Localized vertical strain caused by inho-
mogeneous expansion generates additional stresses that
may promote fragmentation even when the overpressure
PGt�POt is negligible. This hypothesis implies that frag-
mentation behavior is closely related to the propagation of
the decompression wave, as pointed out by Koyaguchi
and Mitani [2005] and Toramaru [2006].
[44] We note that the calculated pressure difference is

sensitive to when we identify the initiation of decompres-

sion (time t = 0). In our apparatus, we cannot measure t = 0,
and we use the time when the bubbly fluid begins expansion
from the visual observation in the high speed video as t = 0.
This might introduce some error in the calculated pressure
difference.
[45] In summary, we interpret our results to indicate that a

requirement for fragmentation is ve � vd and that for partial
rupture is ve � vd > some constant value, to generate
overpressure.
4.2.2. Detachment
[46] In experiments with Rori � 1/4, the measured flow

front height follows the equilibrium expansion estimate
(Figure 5). The measured final height, however, sometimes
exceeds the estimated height by equilibrium expansion. In
our visual observations, we find that detachment occurs
after the decompression ends. The bubbly fluid is in contact
with the tube wall which provides a no-slip boundary
condition and leads to the convex flow front. After the
decompression ends, the width of the fluid column
decreases as the bubbly fluid detaches from the tube wall
(Figure 2; Rori = 1/4), then the flow front retracts (Figure 3;
Rori = 1/4). These features suggest that the flow front is
overshooting an equilibrium position.
[47] To explain the occurrence of overshoot, we calculate

the Reynolds number (the relative importance of inertial and
viscous forces) for the fluid column:

Rec ¼
rFtvmL

h
; ð12Þ

where we use the measured front velocity as vm and use the
diameter of tube 0.05 m for length scale L. Viscosity h is
obtained from the measured shear rate dependence from

h ¼ 5:7 _��0:73; ð13Þ

a relationship we determined experimentally [Namiki and
Manga, 2005]. The shear rate is calculated from _� = vm/hFt.
[48] Figure 7a shows the calculated Rec. Solid symbols

indicate experiments in which the measured final height
exceeds the predicted one by equilibrium expansion. Except
for two experiments with Rori = 1/16 in sets 1 and 3, a
constant Rec � 5 separates the solid and open symbols. In
these two anomalous experiments, the final pressure is close
to the saturation pressure of water. If the surrounding
temperature is higher than the room temperature, some of
the liquid in the bubbly fluid will evaporate and the bubbles
will expand still further. The lights used to illuminate the
bubbly fluid do increase the temperature locally. We thus
interpret the data in Figure 7a to show that overshoot is
driven by the inertia of the expanding fluid because it occurs
when Rec � 1.
[49] The measured height in experiments with Rori � 1/4

follows equilibrium expansion throughout the decompres-
sion, indicating that there is no overshoot until the decom-
pression ends. To understand why, we calculate the
Reynolds number characterizing the flow in bubble films,

Reb ¼
rl _RtRt

h
; ð14Þ

Figure 6. Maximum pressure difference between the
inside and outside of bubbles, calculated from the measured
flow front position and equation (A1), as a function of
volumetric enthalpy change DĤmod. The star, square,
diamond, triangle, and circle indicate sets 1 through 5,
respectively. Solid symbols indicate that partial rupture is
observed; ringed symbols indicate that fragmentation is
observed.
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where R is the bubble radius and the dot is used to indicate a
time derivative. Bubble radius during the decompression Rt

is calculated with the assumption that bubble expansion
governs the volume change

Rt

Ri

� �3

¼ hFtft

hFifi

; ð15Þ

where the time-dependent vesicularity ft is calculated from
equation (11). For the initial bubble radius, we use an
averaged value for our experiments Ri = 63 mm. The
expansion velocity for each bubble _Rt is calculated from the
derivative of equation (15),

_Rt ¼
Ri

3hFifi

1� 1

fi

þ hFt

hFifi

� ��2=3

vm: ð16Þ

Viscosity is calculated from equation (13), where the shear
rate is calculated by _� = _Rt/Rt.
[50] Figure 7b shows the calculated maximum Reynolds

number for the flow in bubble films and indicates that Reb
 1 for all experiments regardless of the expansion style.
Inertia thus plays no significant role in the expansion of
bubbles, only (in some cases) for the dynamics of the fluid
column as a whole.
[51] Hence when the Reynolds number for whole fluid

column exceeds Rec � 1, the flow front cannot stop when
the decompression ends, even if the pressure inside bubbles
is already equal to that outside bubbles. In this situation,
bubbles do not expand, and the bubbly fluid elongates
vertically while maintaining a constant volume. The fluid
must thus detach from the tube wall. From these results, we
infer that the expansion style we classify as detachment is a
result of inertia-driven overshoot.
4.2.3. Deformation of Bubbles
[52] Deformation of bubbles is frequently discussed be-

cause of the importance of bubble connectivity on gas
permeability of bubbly magma [Klug and Cashman, 1996;
Saar and Manga, 1999; Larsen et al., 2004; Burgisser and

Gardner, 2005; Gaonac’h et al., 2005]. In our visual
observations, deformation of bubbles is observed only
during fast decompression. To understand the relationship
between the vertical expansion of whole fluid column and
the deformation of each bubble, we calculate the Capillary
number, which is a ratio of viscous stresses, which act to
deform bubbles, and surface tension stresses, which act to
keep bubbles spherical,

Ca ¼ h _�Ri

s
: ð17Þ

We use a surface tension s = 35 mN m�1, a value for water
saturated with surfactant [Hamley, 2000]. The shear rate _� is
calculated assuming that bubbles elongate vertically while
maintaining a spheroidal shape. The semiminor axis length
thus becomes Ri, and the relation between the semimajor
axis length Ct and the flow front height change can be
calculated from

4pR2
i Ct=3

4pR3
i =3

¼ hFtft

hFifi

; ð18Þ

where the transient vesicularity ft is calculated from
equation (11). The shear rate is obtained from

_� ¼
_Ct

Ri

¼ vm

hFifi

: ð19Þ

We calculate viscosity h, using equation (13) with this shear
rate.
[53] Figure 8a shows the calculated Capillary numbers

using the average initial bubble radius of 63 mm. Experi-
ments resulting in fragmentation are shown with ringed
symbols, and those in which partial rupture is observed are
shown with solid symbols. We note that in all experiments,
the Capillary number for the average initial bubble radius
does not exceed 1, a limit above which deformation will be
significant and readily observed. The correlation between

Figure 7. (a) Calculated Reynolds number for the fluid column when decompression ends at t = tp,
calculated from equation (12). Symbols used are the same as those in Figure 6, except for the solid
symbol which indicates that the measured final height exceeds that estimated by equilibrium expansion.
Experimental set 1 for Rori = 1/4 is not plotted here. (b) Maximum Reynolds number for flow of liquid in
bubble films calculated from equation (14). Symbols used are the same as those used in Figure 7a, but
solid symbols indicate that rupture of bubble films is observed.
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Capillary number and bubble film rupture or fragmentation is
not obvious in Figure 8a, suggesting that fragmentation and
bubble film rupture are not a result of deformation of bubbles.
[54] Figure 8b shows that the calculated minimum initial

radius of bubbles needed to exceed Ca = 1. Ringed symbols
indicate the experiments in which fragmentation is ob-
served, and solid symbols show experiments in which
visible deformation of bubbles is noted. As we can expect
from equations (17) and (19), for faster flow front velocities,
smaller bubbles can exceed Ca = 1. Among the experiments
in which deformation of bubbles is visible, the maximum
calculated radius needed to exceed Ca = 1 is 3 mm. In our
experiments, a small number of bubbles up to this size
(mostly smaller) are introduced when the fluid is poured
into the high-pressure tube. These results suggest that
bubble deformation may be restricted to initially large
bubbles whose radii allow them to exceed Ca = 1.
4.2.4. A Regime Diagram
[55] Figure 9 summarizes the experimental results in a plot

of enthalpy change DĤmod and the ratio of equilibrium and
disequilibrium expansion velocities ve/vd. The equilibrium
expansion velocity is given by equation (4), and the disequi-
librium expansion velocity is calculated from equation (5).
[56] Figure 9 shows that when the equilibrium expansion

velocity exceeds the disequilibrium one, several expansion
styles can be observed, but when the disequilibrium expan-
sion velocity exceeds the equilibrium one, the bubbly fluid
can only expand. When inertia is dynamically important
Rec � 1, overshoot is expected. The Reynolds number Rec
does not depend only on expansion velocity but also on the
fluid density, so the threshold will not be defined by a sharp
line.

5. Implications for Volcanic Eruptions

5.1. Critical Decompression Rate for the
Disequilibrium Expansion

[57] The key result of our experiments is that there is an
upper limit of the expansion velocity vd if the decompres-
sion rate is high enough. In this limit, bubbles cannot

Figure 8. (a) Maximum capillary number calculated from equation (17) using averaged initial bubble
radius as a function of maximum measured flow front velocity. Symbols used are the same as those in
Figure 6, and solid symbols indicate that partial rupture is observed. (b) Required initial bubble radius to
exceed Ca = 1 when decompression ends as a function of maximum measured flow front velocity.
Symbols used are the same as those used in Figure 8a, but solid symbols indicate that deformation of
bubbles is observed.

Figure 9. Regime diagram for experimental results. The x
axis is the volumetric enthalpy change DĤmod calculated
from equation (6); the y axis is the maximum ratio of
equilibrium and disequilibrium expansion velocity ve/vd.
Equilibrium ve and disequilibrium vd expansion velocities
are calculated from equations (4) and (5), respectively. The
velocity ratio varies during the decompression, and we plot
the maximum value here. Circles show experiments
conducted in this study, and crosses show experiments
conducted in our previous study. Light blue, pink, red,
green, dark blue, and orange indicate expansion styles of
‘‘nothing’’ happened, deformation is observed, detachment,
partial rupture, fragmentation, and expansion, respectively.
Solid symbols show the experiments in which overshoot
occurs. The ringed circles are the experiments in which the
occurrence of overshoot is ambiguous. Experimental set 1
for Rori = 1/4 is not plotted here. The black line indicates ve/
vd = 1. To calculate ve for experiments conducted in our
previous work, we assume a uniform initial height of bubbly
fluid column hFi = 0.05 m because this height was not
measured. For experiments in this work, we use the
measured value.
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expand fast enough to maintain the same pressure as that in
the surrounding fluid. We now estimate the required de-
compression rate to cause disequilibrium expansion in
magmas.
[58] Disequilibrium and equilibrium expansion velocities

are given by equations (5), (6), and (4), respectively. In
equation (6), when POt  PGi, the terms that depend on POt

become much smaller than the terms that depend on PGi.
For simplicity we can thus neglect the term involving POt

and approximate the enthalpy change as

DĤmod �
gfiPGi

g � 1
: ð20Þ

The required decompression rate for ve > vd is then given by

� _POt >
2g

rLfiPGið1� fiÞðg � 1Þ

� �1=2
P2
Ot

hFi
: ð21Þ

Equation (21) depends on hFi
�1, and the required decom-

pression rate becomes smaller as the height of the bubbly
magma increases. This is because the equilibrium expansion
velocity (equation (4)) depends on hFi and _POt but the
disequilibrium expansion velocity (equation (5)), does not
include these variables. Consequently, longer columns of
the decompressed bubbly magma will experience disequili-
brium expansion at lower decompression rates. In other
words, making a larger volume bubbly fluid equilibrate to a
new lower pressure requires a larger volume change.
[59] We now can calculate the required decompression

rate for disequilibrium magma expansion. Figure 10a shows
the threshold decompression rate for disequilibrium expan-
sion for a range of heights of bubbly magma assuming

fi = 0.5. Figure 10a shows that the vertical length scale of
the bubbly magma column affects the threshold decompres-
sion rate, as we noted in equation (21). The expansion of the
longer bubbly magma column is in disequilibrium for lower
decompression rates. Figure 10a also shows that the re-
quired decompression rate is lower for higher initial gas
pressure PGi. This is because the equilibrium expansion
velocity depends on the first power of initial gas pressure
PGi, but the disequilibrium expansion velocity depends on
the square root of the initial gas pressure PGi

1/2. As a
consequence, larger initial pressure causes disequilibrium
expansion with lower decompression rate.
[60] Another requirement for magma fragmentation is a

sufficient initial pressure and vesicularity, PGi > 106/fi

[Spieler et al., 2004]. This condition is derived for rapid
decompression. The thick line in Figure 10a assumes PGi =
2 � 106 and fi = 0.5. The shaded area indicates that the
initial pressure exceeds this additional threshold and that the
decompression rate exceeds the critical value for disequi-
librium expansion, if both criteria are satisfied we predict
that explosive eruption will result.
[61] When the viscosity of magma is sufficiently large

and the decompression rate is high, the viscosity of the
magma can retard bubble expansion. This effect is not taken
into account in Figure 10a. We next estimate the viscosity
range in which viscosity does not retard bubble expansion
and the scaling shown in Figure 10a should apply. This
viscosity range can be characterized by [Thomas et al.,
1994]

B ¼ 4h
3tpDP

; ð22Þ

Figure 10. (a) Estimated decompression rate required for disequilibrium expansion calculated from
equation (21), in which we assume fi = 0.5, magma density rL = 2800 kg m�3, POt = 105 Pa (atmospheric
pressure), and g = 1.4. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines show different initial pressure PGi = 2 � 106, 107,
and 108, respectively. Right-hand y axis shows the unloading velocity of magma corresponding to the
decompression rate on left-hand y axis. The shaded regime indicates that fragmentation could occur.
(b) Estimated upper limit viscosity for which viscosity does not hinder the bubble expansion calculated
by equation (23). Each line corresponds to one shown in Figure 10a. We assume POf = 105 Pa.
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where B is a dimensionless variable that characterizes
whether viscosity retards bubble expansion. When B > 1,
viscous effects become significant. Gardner et al. [2000]
confirm that this equation is consistent with decompression
experiments with real magma.
[62] Using equation (22), we estimate the upper limit of

viscosity for which the effect of viscosity can be neglected
and our scaling would become relevant. Assuming that the
decompression rate is constant, the upper limit viscosity is
estimated by

h ¼ 3ðPGi � POf Þ2

�4 _POt

: ð23Þ

Figure 10b shows the estimated upper limit viscosity for
which viscosity does not affect bubble expansion. Each line
corresponds to one of the lines in Figure 10a. In the shaded
area, viscosity does not limit the expansion of bubbles.
Viscosity of basalt is usually less than 100 Pa s [e.g., Spera,
2000], so the scaling shown Figure 10a should be
appropriate for all basaltic eruptions. In the white region,
viscosity retards bubble expansion and causes disequili-
brium between the pressure inside and outside bubbles at
lower decompression rates than calculated in Figure 10a.
We thus apply Figure 10a to basaltic magma eruptions in the
following.
[63] Explosive eruption of basaltic magma is sometimes

attributed to the ascent of very vesicular magma, that is, a
magma foam [e.g., Parfitt, 2004]. If exsolution of water
during ascent generates the foam [Wilson and Head, 1981],
the depth at which foam would originate depends on water
content and an example for a Hawaiian eruption is 150 m
[Gerlach, 1986]. Alternatively, a layer of foam could
develop at the roof of a magma chamber [Jaupart and
Vergniolle, 1988] at 1.5 km depth [Allard et al., 2005]. We

thus assume the height of the bubbly magma column is in
the range of 102�103 m.
[64] We estimate the decompression rate of basaltic

eruptions using the unloading rate of the steadily erupting
magma and by bubble number density, rather than the
ascent rate of magma estimated by mineralogical methods,
because the latter may reflect decompression rates at greater
depths. Vergniolle and Jaupart [1986] compiled the magma
flux and cross section area of conduits for many basaltic
eruptions. Using these values, we can calculate an unload-
ing velocity vs between 10�3 and 10�2 m s�1 for effusive
eruptions and 1 m s�1 for explosive eruptions. Assuming a
vesicularity fi = 0.25 [e.g., Wolfe et al., 1989], the decom-
pression equivalent to the unloading rate can be estimated
by rMgvs (1�fi), where the subscript M indicates magma.
Calculated decompression rates are between 20 and 200Pa s�1

for effusive eruption and 2 � 104 Pa s�1 for explosive
eruption.
[65] There are other techniques for estimating decompres-

sion rates, besides using estimates of conduit dimensions
and mass fluxes. Decompression experiments have shown
that the bubble number density depends on the decompres-
sion rate [Gardner et al., 1999; Mangan and Sisson, 2000;
Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004]. Toramaru [2006]
develops a method to calculate the decompression rate from
bubble number density and obtains a decompression rate
for subplinian eruption of basaltic magma in Izu Oshima
> 106 Pa s�1.
[66] From Figure 10a, we infer that our model is consis-

tent with natural eruptions. Equilibrium expansion results
when a bubbly magma column with vertical length between
102 and 103 m is decompressed at rate between 20 and
200 Pa s�1, which are typical for effusive eruptions. On the
other hand, disequilibrium occurs if the bubbly magma
column decompressed at a rate of 2 � 104 Pa s�1, which
is the estimated decompression rate for explosive eruption.
For higher decompression rates >106 Pa s�1, a region of
bubbly magma with a size <1 m may fragment.

5.2. Threshold for Detachment

[67] If detachment occurs it will influence eruptions by
allowing exsolved gas in the conduit to escape. If the
magma does not erupt from the conduit, this outgassed
magma will be recycled within the conduit.
[68] Detachment, discussed in section 4.2.2, occurs when

inertia exceeds the viscous drag; i.e., Rec � 1. In Figure 11,
we calculated this condition as a function of flow front
velocity and viscosity. Figure 11 shows that when the
viscosity is sufficiently low, detachment can occur. For
example, even small parcels of magma with viscosity of
100 Pa s and expansion velocity of 1 m s�1 cannot stop by
viscous drag. Again, viscosity for basaltic magma is usually
less than 100 Pa s. We thus infer that detachment can occur
for basaltic magma but should not occur for more viscous
dacite and rhyolite magma.
[69] From Figure 11, we also can identify the regime in

which our proposed framework applies. Under a rapid
decompression, enthalpy changes are transferred to kinetic
energy and determine the eruption velocity. In the white
region, the inertial force is dominant so the assumption that
enthalpy changes go into kinetic energy will be appropriate.
On the other hand, in the shaded area, viscous drag can

Figure 11. Estimated condition in which detachment
could occur calculated by equation (12) to be Rec = 1, in
which density of magma and vesicularity are assumed as
2800 kg m�3 and 0.5, respectively. The conduit diameter is
assumed to be 1, 10, and 100 m and is shown by dashed,
solid, and dotted lines, respectively. Gray area indicates
conditions for which detachment does not occur.
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decelerate the expansion of bubbly magma and the disequi-
librium expansion velocity will be slower than that estimated
by equation (5).

5.3. Ratio of the Gas and Magma

[70] In this section, we consider the relationship between
the eruption velocity and the ratio of the volume of gas and
magma to evaluate whether an eruption is caused by our
proposed mechanism. If a bubbly magma ascends or is
decompressed fast enough both partial rupture and frag-
mentation can occur and an explosive eruption results. For
such an eruption, we can estimate the eruption velocity and
the volume ratio of gas and magma. The relationship
between these two values has been discussed frequently
[e.g., Vergniolle and Jaupart, 1990; Jaupart and Allegre,
1991] and the basis of our analysis is similar to that of
Wilson [1980] and Wilson and Head [1981].
[71] First, we consider the case in which the eruption

velocity is based on adiabatic expansion, but the volume
ratio of gas and magma is measured after thermal equili-
bration with surrounding magma. If the gas inside bubbles
expands at a constant temperature, its volume change can be
described as

PGiVGi ¼ PGfVGf : ð24Þ

The initial vesicularity is given by

fi ¼
VGi

VM þ VGi

; ð25Þ

where we neglect the volume change of the magma in this
estimate. Eliminating VGi from equations (24) and (25), we
obtain

1

fi

� 1 ¼ PGi

PGf

VM

VGf

: ð26Þ

[72] The scaling for the expansion velocity gives us
another relation between initial pressure and vesicularity.
When disequilibrium expansion occurs, the expansion ve-
locity is given by equation (5) and DĤmod can be approx-
imated by equation (20). Approximating the bubbly magma
density as rM(1�fi), we obtain

1

fi

� 1 � gPGi

g � 1

2

rMv
2
d

: ð27Þ

In equations (26) and (27), the relation between fi and PGi

has a similar form. We thus can eliminate fi and PGi from
these equations to obtain

VGf

VM

� rMðg � 1Þv2d
2gPGf

: ð28Þ

An important feature of equation (28) is that the volume
ratio of gas and magma depends on the square of eruption
velocity.
[73] We can also calculate an analogous expression if the

gas thermally equilibrates with the surrounding magma. In
this case, equation (9) is appropriate for the eruption
velocity. Using equations (26) and (9), fi can be eliminated
and the relation between the eruption velocity and the
volume ratio of gas and magma is

VGf

VM

� rMv
2
d

2PGf

ln
PGi

PGf

� �
 ��1

: ð29Þ

[74] Assuming that the final gas pressure is atmospheric
pressure, 105 Pa, we plot equations (28) and (29) in Figure 12
with solid thick and dashed lines, respectively. For the
dashed line, PGi = 108 Pa is assumed. A line for equation
(29) and PGi = 2 � 106 Pa overlaps with the thick solid line.
If observations fall on these lines, the eruption is likely the
result of rapid expansion of bubbly magma. On the other
hand, if it is not on these lines, another mechanism governs
the eruption; e.g., exsolution of dissolved volatile species
contributes to the eruption, isolated large bubbles expand, or
a separation between the gas and magma occurs during the
eruption. Although exsolution of dissolved volatile accel-
erates the eruption velocity, these effects are mainly
expected to increase the observed volume ratio of gas and
magma. Observations in the shaded regime are unexpected.
[75] We can also estimate the ratio of gas and magma for

the equilibrium expansion case. The eruption velocity under
equilibrium expansion is given by equation (4). Eliminating
the vesicularity dependence by using equation (26), we
obtain

VGf

VM

¼ vePGfPGi

� _PGfPGihFi � veP
2
Gf

: ð30Þ

Figure 12. Predicted relation between volume ratio of gas
and magma and eruption velocity. Solid thick line and
dashed lines are disequilibrium expansion and are calcu-
lated by equations (28) and (29) assuming rM= 2800 kgm�3,
PGf = 105 Pa, and g = 1.4. For the dashed line, PGi = 108 Pa is
assumed. Solid thin curves are for equilibrium expansion and
are calculated by equation (30). Volume ratio and eruption
velocity for Hawaiian and Strombolian eruption are esti-
mated from data of Greenland et al. [1985], Wolfe et al.
[1989], and Chouet et al. [1974].
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Equation (30) is shown with thin solid curves in Figure 12, in
which we assume PGf = 105, PGi = 2 � 106 Pa, hFi = 100 m,
and – _PGf = 20 Pa s�1 for a reference case. The other two
curves correspond to different values of PGi, hFi or – _PGf,
where we note that changes in length scale hFi and the
decompression rate – _PGf are equivalent. These eruptions
have lower eruption velocity and volume ratio of gas and
magma than those for disequilibrium eruption. Because of
the form of equation (30), the volume ratio of gas and
magma becomes infinite when the eruption velocity reaches

ve ¼ � hFiPGi

P2
Gf

_PGf ; ð31Þ

which occurs for an initial vesicularity fi = 1. Such an initial
condition is unrealistic, so each curve drawn for fi < 0.95. If
an effusive eruption occurs as a result of equilibrium
expansion, the observed volume ratio of gas trapped in
magma and magma should be fall on these thin curves.
Different from the disequilibrium expansion, such the gas
should not be released to the atmosphere, because of the
absence of fragmentation and partial rupture.
[76] In Figure 12, we show two measured estimates of the

volume ratio of gas and magma as a function of eruption
velocity. For Hawaiian eruptions, Greenland et al. [1985]
measured the weight fraction of magmatic gas degassed
during episodes 15 and 16 Kilauea volcano, Hawaii in
1984. We calculate volume ratio of gas and magma from
their data using the gas density of Parfitt [2004]. The
eruption velocity is calculated from the fountain height H
of episode 16 which is 60–400 m [Wolfe et al., 1989]
assuming (2gH)1/2. For Strombolian eruptions, we use the
data from Chouet et al. [1974].

[77] Hawaiian eruptions fall close to the line, suggesting
that Hawaiian eruptions are mainly governed by the rapid
decompression of bubbly magma. Strombolian eruptions
plot well away from the line. Strombolian eruptions are
usually attributed to the expansion and bursting of an
isolated bubble [Blackburn et al., 1976; Wilson, 1980] and
are thus governed by different processes.

6. Conclusions

[78] On the basis of our experiments, we find two
expansion velocities of bubbly fluid during decompression
for the case in which viscosity does not influence bubble
expansion. For slow decompression, equilibrium expansion
occurs in which bubbly fluid expands to equilibrate the
pressure inside the bubbles with that outside the bubbles.
For fast decompression, disequilibrium expansion occurs in
which bubbles expand with an upper limit velocity deter-
mined by the enthalpy change resulting from the decom-
pression. Fragmentation and bubble film rupture can occur in
this case. The threshold decompression rate for equilibrium/
disequilibrium expansion is described by equation (21). This
threshold depends on the length scale of the bubbly fluid
column.

Appendix A: Calculating the Decompression Rate

[79] We estimate the decompression rate following the
approach used by Kieffer and Sturtevant [1984]. The
method assumes one-dimensional, quasi-steady compress-
ible flow. The flow leaving the orifice is ‘‘choked’’ at the
orifice because of the large pressure difference between the
two tanks.
[80] The time-dependent pressure change POt is

POt

PGi

� �
¼ Xt þ 1ð Þ2g= 1�gð Þ; ðA1Þ

X ¼ c0A

Vh

g � 1

2

� �
2

g þ 1

� � gþ2ð Þ
2 g�1ð Þ

( )
; ðA2Þ

where PGi is initial pressure, g is isentropic exponent, c0
�345 m s�1 is sound velocity of dry air, A is the cross
section area of exit flow and Vh is the volume of the high-
pressure tube. An important feature of this equation is that a
smaller exit flow area will lead to slower decompression.
The duration of decompression tp is estimated by

tp ¼
1

X

POf

PGi

� �ð1�gÞ=2g
�1

( )
: ðA3Þ

The decompression rate can thus be obtained from the time
derivative of equation (A1)

_POt ¼ PGiX
2g

1� g
Xt þ 1ð Þ

3g�1
1�gð Þ: ðA4Þ

[81] Figure A1 shows that for Rori � 1/4, this model
explains the measurements well. For Rori � 1/2, however,

Figure A1. Measured and calculated pressure changes
during decompressions with various orifice areas. Solid thin
curves, from left to right, show measured values with the
orifices Rori = 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16, respectively.
Dashed curves are calculated pressure changes using
equation (A1) with Rori = 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16, again
from left to right. Dotted curves are calculated assuming
that Rori = 0.6 and 0.4. We assume that initial and final
pressures are 9.8 � 104 and 3.5 � 104 Pa, respectively.
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the measured decompression is slower than the calculated
one. This can be attributed to the imperfect breakage of the
diaphragms. When the orifice is large (Rori � 1/2), the hole
in the diaphragms might be smaller than the orifice.
[82] We calculate additional decompression curves for the

casesRori = 1 and 1/2withA=Ah� 0.62 andA=Ah� (0.8/2)2,
respectively, where Ah is the cross section area of the high-
pressure tube. These curves are denoted in Figure A1 by
dotted lines and explain the measurements well. However,
the observed radius of the hole on the diaphragm is
usually larger than 60% or 80% of the orifice radius. In
these cases, because the response time of the transducer is
2 ms, which is almost the same as the decompression
timescale when Rori = 1, the real decompression rate is
probably higher than the measured one. In this paper, we
thus calculate the decompression rates without any correc-
tion for the ruptured diaphragm area and assume that the
model in this appendix, in particular, equation (A4), is a
reasonable approximation.
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